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British Library, Historical Print Editions, United States, 2011. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Title: Elements of Geology: A text-book,
etc.Publisher: British Library, Historical Print EditionsThe British Library is the national library of the
United Kingdom. It is one of the world s largest research libraries holding over 150 million items in
all known languages and formats: books, journals, newspapers, sound recordings, patents, maps,
stamps, prints and much more. Its collections include around 14 million books, along with
substantial additional collections of manuscripts and historical items dating back as far as 300
BC.The GEOLOGY collection includes books from the British Library digitised by Microsoft. The
works in this collection contain a number of maps, charts, and tables from the 16th to the 19th
centuries documenting geological features of the natural world. Also contained are textbooks and
early scientific studies that catalogue and chronicle the human stance toward water and land use.
Readers will further enjoy early historical maps of rivers and shorelines demonstrating the artistry
of journeymen, cartographers, and illustrators. ++++The below data was compiled from various
identification fields in the bibliographic record of this title. This data is provided as an additional...
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The ideal ebook i possibly go through. It generally does not cost an excessive amount of. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding.
-- V incenz a  Ha nd-- V incenz a  Ha nd

This pdf may be worth acquiring. It can be writter in easy words and phrases and not hard to understand. I am pleased to tell you that this is basically the
finest book i have read through during my personal existence and might be he greatest pdf for at any time.
-- Jeffr y Tr om p-- Jeffr y Tr om p
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